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Supporting our Military since 2004

The Mission of Sew Much Comfort is to provide FREE adaptive (velcro closures) clothing to support
our wounded service members from all branches of the Military and National Guard. Many
injuries require large fixators, prosthetics or casts that are too bulky to fit under ordinary
clothing. Without our adaptive clothing, wounded service members are limited to wearing
hospital gowns during their recovery. Sew Much Comfort adaptive clothing allows them to wear
normal looking adaptive clothing which enhances their comfort and dignity during their recovery
process.

Sew Much Comfort Facts:


As of July 2015, there have been 52,351 U.S. Military wounded in action. Sew Much Comfort provides
FREE adaptive clothing to all our injured service members. Our adaptive clothing gives them an
alternative to a drafty hospital gown which enhances their comfort and dignity while they recover
from their injuries.



Sew Much Comfort proudly celebrated its 11th Anniversary last November. SMC is flourishing due to
its strong & committed support from our volunteers and donors.



Sew Much Comfort has provided 148,500 pieces of adaptive clothing over the past 11 years. We are
very proud of our organization and the superior quality of our adaptive clothing we deliver at zero cost
to our Military veterans.



Sew Much Comfort is the only military support charity proving Free adaptive clothing. We are
honored to provide a product that enhances the comfort and dignity to our wounded as they recover
from their injuries. Most of all, we are glad we can give them an alternative to a drafty hospital gown.



Sew Much Comfort’s budget continues to operate with a low administrative overhead of 2.2%. That
means 97.8% of every dollar donated to SMC is being spent providing FREE adaptive clothing to our
service members.
We are very proud of SMC accomplishments over the last decade. From the very beginning, SMC’s
focus has been about providing FREE adaptive clothing to positively impact our wounded warriors. All
our innovation and development has been driven by the desire to serve our service members – “our
Heroes”. Although the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have officially ended, many troops remain in
harm’s way. We will continue our Mission until there is no longer a need for our services.

We salute all our Military and extend heartfelt thanks for your selfless service and sacrifice to
our country. We also want to thank your families who have made sacrifices so that you can
serve.

